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INTRODUCTION
The Institute for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering (ICASE)
is operated at the Langley Research Center (LaRC) of NASA by the Universities
Space Research Association (USRA) under a contract with the Center. USRA is a
nonprofit consortium of major U. S. colleges and universities.
The Institute conducts unclassified basic research in applied mathematics,
numerical analysis, and computer science in order to extend and improve
problem-solving capabilities in science and engineering, particularly in
aeronautics and space.
ICASE has a small permanent staff. Research is conducted primarily by
visiting scientists from universities and from industry, who have resident
appointments for limited periods of time, and by consultants. Members of
NASA's research staff also may be residents at ICASE for limited periods.
The major categories of the current ICASE research program are:
a. Numerical methods, with particular emphasis on the development and
analysis of basic numerical algorithms;
b. Control and parameter identification problems, with emphasis on
effective numerical methods;
c. Computational problems in engineering and the physical sciences,
particularly fluid dynamics, acoustics, and structural analysis;
d. Computer systems and software, especially vector and parallel
computers.
ICASE reports are considered to be primarily preprints of manuscripts that
have been submitted to appropriate research journals or that are to appear in
conference proceedings. A list of these reports for the period October I,
1983, through March 31, 1984, follows a brief description of research in
progress in the next section.
Presently, ICASE is operated at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA
under the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA Contracts No.
NASI-17070 and NASI-17130. In the past, support has been provided by NASA
Contracts No. NASI-15810, NASI-16394, NASI-14101, and NASI-14472.
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RESE_tRCHIN PROGRESS
Saul Abarbanel and David Gottlleb
In many problems in fluid mechanics it is the steady state that is
desired. Approaching the steady state via the finite difference approximation
to the time dependent partial differential equations can be very costly in
terms of computer machine time. This is true especially in problems where
coordinate stretching or source terms impose severe restriction on the
stability criteria for time-stepping.
In using such algorithms to reach steady state many researchers relax the
time-consistency restriction and advance the calculation using a time
step, At,that arises from one grid point to another. The criterion for
choosing the local tlme-step is formulated so that one does not exceed the
Courant number indicated by linear stability theory.
We have shown that one can dispense even with the more relaxed restriction
of constant CFL and vary spatially the Courant number in such a way that
convergence to steady state is greatly enhanced. For linear hyperbolic
systems one can predict a priori the optimal "time-steps." For nonlinear
systems the optimality algorithm is equivalent to using Newton-Raphson
iteration but without the need of inverting the matrix coefficients of a
llnearlzed problem.
Preliminary numerical results are very promising and the method is now
being used to modify existing large programs being used at LaRC.
Loyce M. Adams
Work concerning the convergence questions of parallel (multi-color) S0R
was done in conjunction with H. Jordan (University of Colorado). We were able
to construct multi-color SOR schemes (for a wide range of stencils used to
discretlze partial differential equations) with the same rate of convergence
as the corresponding natural rowwise ordered SOR scheme. Currently,
unanswered questions that were stimulated by this research, such as the
convergence rate of multi-color SSOR, are being pursued.
H. Thomas Banks
We are continuing (in collaboration with K. Kunisch (Technlsche
Unlversltat Graz) and K. Ito) our investigations of stable optimal distributed
feedback controls for parabolic and hyperbolic systems. Numerical studies as
well as theoretical questions are being pursued. Spllnes and tau-Legendre
qpproxlmation schemes are being used.
In joint efforts with K. Murphy (Southern Methodist University) and K.
Ito, we are developing methods for estimation of boundary parameters as well
as spatially varying (and possibly discontinuous) coefficients in hyperbolic
systems.
H. Thomas Banks and I. Gary Rosen
We have been developing numerical approximation schemes for the
identification of hybrid systems involving the transverse vibration of
flexible beams with attached tip bodies. Our methods are cublc spline based
and center upon the finite dimensional approximation of the coupled systems of
ordinary and partial differential equations which describe the dynamics of the
system. Abstract operator formulations of the problem as well as mesh
variational formulations are being used with the approximation schemes to
develop a theoretical framework. Numerical studies are underway and initial
findings are quite promising.
H. Thomas Banks and James M. Crowley
We have developed methods for estimating spatially varying parameters
(density, stiffness, and damping) from discrete data in the Euler-Bernoulli
model for vibrations of a flexible beam. These methods use Galerkln-
projection approximations of the state and splines approximation of the
parameter functions.
A general procedure was developed for computing the gradient of the cost
functional with respect to the coefficients in the spline approximation using
an adjoint or costate equation. The resulting gradient was implemented in
both conjugate-gradlent and BFGS (quasi-Newton) methods for optimization.
Numerical results were obtained and in some situations a substantial
improvement was obtained when compared with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(with finite difference Jacobian) used previously.
Stephen F. Davis
Work has continued on the application of upwind difference methods to the
numerical solution of systems of hyperbolic partial differential equations.
Particular emphasis has been focused on methods for computing discontinuous
solutions of the Euler equations, i.e., solutions containing shocks.
A recently completed study has examined the question of whether it is
possible to construct a total variation diminishing (TVD) finite difference
scheme which does not require the determination of an '_pwind" direction.
Such a scheme was constructed by showing that the TVD upwind scheme studied by
Sweby was equivalent to the Lax-Wendroff method plus an upstream weighted
artificial dissipation term and that this term could be modified in such a way
that the scheme remained TVD but no longer depended on the upwind direction.
The resulting scheme does not contain any problem dependent parameters but is
more dissipative than the upwind method. Fortunately, numerical experiments
show that the results obtained using this method are almost indistinguishable
from those obtained using the upwind method.
At this time additional numerical experiments are being conducted and an
ICASE report on this work is being written. Future work will involve the
implementation of these ideas in existing Langley computer codes and the
construction of a rotatlonally biased version of this scheme.
A study is being conducted with T. N. Phillips on Iterative methods for
the solution of the large sparse linear systems which arise from the implicit
upwind discretization of hyperbolic partial differential equations. The
linear systems which result from such a discretlzation are diagonally dominant
but not symmetric and not positive definite. Thus far we have examined two
conjugate gradient type algorithms, namely, the biconjugate gradient method of
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Fletcher and the minimum residual algorithm. Both algorithms were programmed
for some simple problems involving a linear advectlon equation in two
dimensions and Burgers ° equation in one and two dimensions. Both algorithms
converged for these problems in about the same number of steps. Since the
biconjugate gradient method requires about twice the computation per step and
is very difficult to precondition, we may not study it further. In the future
we expect to apply these methods, with and without preconditioning, to some
reallstic problems and compare them with other methods.
Work has continued (in collaboration with J. Flaherty) on the adaptive
finite element method that was first reported in ICASE Report No. 81-13. With
the recent construction of a computable estimate for the time dlscretizatlon
error and its implementation in a time step selection algorithm, we were able
to study the solution of reactlon-diffuslon equations which model ignition and
combustion. Currently, we are studying how the small time steps required to
solve such problems affect the choice of an algorithm for moving the spatial
grid.
Work is underway (in collaboration with J. P. Drummond, LagC) on numerical
methods for problems involving the interaction of fluid dynamics and finite
rate chemistry. At present we are conducting a study to determine which of
the many methods that have been developed for stiff ordinary differential
equations could be praetlcally adapted to large problems involving partial
differential equations.
Stefan Feyo=k
Work has continued on syntax programming, the use of syntax analysis
techniques as a programming and problem-solvlng tool in a manner analogous to
logic programming. The feasibility of syntax programming has now been
definitely established, and the characteristics of this approach have been
explored. It has become clear that the absence of the built-in backtracking
capability central to logic programming poses few problems for the syntax
programmer. It appears, in fact, that the control structures offered by
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syntax programming allow for considerably more elegance and efficiency than is
possible in logic programming.
A number of applications of syntax programming are presently under
development, including an in-fllght pilot aid system for failure diagnosis,
and the addition of reasoning capabilities to database systems by means of
syntax programming. The use of less formal parsing techniques, such as
transition diagrams, is being investigated in conjunction with the latter
application.
Dennls B. Gannon and JohuVan Rosendale
One of the central issues in parallel computing research is the treatment
of problems having irregular structure, such as finite element dlscretlzations
on general irregular grids. The approach to this issue being explored here is
the use of a flexible architecture that can adapt to such problems. The
proposed architecture consists of 16 or more clusters of processors, each
cluster being similar to the future Blue CHiP machine. These clusters are
then interconnected by a packet switched communications network. Applications
for which this architecture is well-sulted include adaptive grid calculations,
robot path planning, and cellular automata simulation. A compller-driven,
instruction-level simulator has been written, which executes a parallel
dialect of C, and the performance and generality of this architecture is
being studied.
This research effort is closely tied to the Blue CHiP project, which is a
research project headed by L. Snyder of the University of Washington. The
goal of the Blue CHiP project is the design and construction of highly
parallel computers based on wafer-scale VLSI technology. One current research
topic is the relative utility of machines based on clrcult-switched processor
interconnectlons with no shared memory. A related question is the ease of use
of the Poker programming environment, designed for the future CHiP machine,
and its current hardware emulator, Prlngle. These questions are being
explored through the design of a number of algorithms being programmed through
Poker and executed on Pringle.
J. Steven Gibson and I. Gary Rosen
We have been investigating numerical approximation schemes for the closed
loop solution of infinite dimensional discrete time linear quadratic regulator
problems. Our effort has involved the study of finite dimensional approxi-
mations for the resulting discrete time operator Riccatl equations and the
related convergence questions. Several examples involving a variety of system
types (e.g., parabolic, hyperbolic, delay, etc.) are being considered.
David Gottlleb
In collaboration with S. Abarbanel the behaviour of high order methods, in
particular spectral methods, when applied to problems that contain shock waves
has been studied. These methods yield oscillatory solutions and in the case
of spectral methods the oscillations are global. Therefore the point values
of the numerical solutions do not approximate well the values of the exact
solution. However, we have found that more information is contained in the
numerical solution obtained by high order methods than in the one obtained by
lower order methods. In fact this information is hidden in the structure of
the wiggles. We have shown that in general the numerical method approximate,
to a high order accuracy, an oscillatory projection of the exact solution, and
therefore must contain wiggles
As an illustration we simulated a flow around a wedge by the pseudo-
spectral Chebyshev method using a 9 × 9 grid. By using the structure of the
oscillations we locate the shock to a very high accuracy, in fact one would
need a grid of at least i000 × I000 points for a low order finite difference
scheme to obtain the same accuracy.
With E. Tadmor a filter that yields accurate point values from a finite
Fourier sum of a discontinuous function has been developed. We have shown
that those point values can be obtained wlth spectral accuracy away from
shocks.
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_nester E. Grosch
The calculations of the boundary layer flow over an embedded cavity have
been completed and reported. This work is continuing (in collaboration with
T. Gatski, LaRC). In particular a series of calculations have been initiated
whose purpose is to examine the effect of embedded cavities on separating
flow. Also, large scale turbulent structures are being modeled in these flows
by using Stuart vortices.
A two-dlmensional Navler-Stokes code in elliptlc-hyperbolic coordinates
has been developed from the two-dlmenslonal veloclty-vortlcity code in
Cartesian coordinates. The new code is being used to calculate the impulsive
start-up of a slender elliptic cylinder. The objective of this work is to
study the time evolution of the flow past this slender, blunt-nosed body
particularly the development in time of the separation region at the rear of
the body, as a function of slenderness ratio and Reynolds number. The results
of the calculation will be compared with the predictions of classical boundary
layer theory and with those of trlple-deck theory. It is also planned to
calculate the flow due to the interaction of vortical disturbances in the free
stream ahead of the body with the blunt leading edge.
The two-dlmenslonal Navler-Stokes code has also been adapted, with P.
Hall, to polar coordinates. The code will be used to study the unsteady
separation on a circular cylinder undergoing a harmonic oscillation along a
diameter. The code is now being tested N in particular for its phase
accuracy m by calculating the flow between concentric cylinders when the
outer cylinder is stationary and the inner cylinder rotates harmonically about
its axis. This problem was chosen as a test because it has a known exact
solution of the unsteady Navler-Stokes equations.
Finally, in collaboration with T. Gatski a three-dlmenslonal Navler-Stokes
code in vortlclty and velocity variables using compact schemes is under
development. A preliminary version of this code is now being tested by
calculating the time evolution of the Taylor-Green vortex.
Max D. Gunzburger and Roy A. Nicolaldes
Numerical studies of incompressible separated flows are undertaken using
codes implementing finite element methods for the Navler-Stokes equations.
For the most part, two types of problems are considered. The first is
boundary layer flows over irregular obstacles such as ramps, curved ramps,
steps, cavities and combinations of these. Here a careful study of the
effects of outflow boundary conditions has been carried out. The purpose of
the calculation is to study the effects of the various obstacles on separation
and hopefully to predict the appearance of transition regions. The
calculations will be compared with experiments being conducted by B. Holmes
(LaRC). The second project, which is in a preliminary stage, is the
calculation of flows around airfoils at high angles of attack. The initial
efforts have concentrated on a study of turbulence models which may be
incorporated into the finite element codes in an efficient manner. In
addition to the above personnel, the project has involved various students at
Carnegle-Mellon University.
Philip Hall
The instability of a three-dimenslonal attachment llne boundary layer is
being investigated in some work with M. Mallk (High Technology Corporation).
The linear results presented in ICASE Report No. 84-5 are being extended into
the nonlinear regime using perturbation and spectral methods. The purpose of
the work is to understand the origin of the large amplitude disturbances which
are observed experimentally for this flow. The effect of three-dimensionality
of the basic flow on Gortler vortices is being considered; this problem is
relevant to instability and transition on swept laminar flow wings. The
effect of modulation on the instability of some convection problems is being
investigated. A nonparallel flow analysis of crossflow instability is being
undertaken in order to understand how boundary layer growth modifies the
instability mechanism.
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Nurshed Hossaln
High Reynolds number turbulent shear flows have a great range of temporal
and spatial scales. It is almost immposslble to simulate them on presently
available or projected future computers. Large eddy simulation (LES) provides
a viable alternative. This is based on the assumption that the velocity field
can be divided into large and small eddies, and the motions of the large
eddies are not sensitive to the details of the small eddies (smaller than the
grid size of a sufficiently fine mesh). The small eddies are assumed to have
a universal character (there is evidence to this effect) and hence to be
amenable to small grid scale modelling (SGS). The purpose of the present
study (being carried out in collaboration with M. Y. Hussalnl and D. Bushnell
(LaRC)) is to PUt the SGS modelling within the framework of classical
closures.
It is well known that free stream turbulence, entropy disturbance in
tunnel acoustic field, triggers unstable waves in a boundary layer. But the
mechanism by which an external disturbance environment enters the boundary
layer and the nature of its signature in the perturbed flow are not well
understood. The object of the present research effort is to perform
controlled numerical experiments to get some insight into these mechanisms.
With this purpose in mind, we are constructing an algorithm for VPS-32 for
solving three-dimenslonal Navler-Stokes equations. Among the physical
problems we intend to study are: response of a boundary layer to a stationary
or moving acoustic wave and a convected array of counter rotating vortices.
N. Yousuff Hnssalnl
The impingement of a shock wave on a boundary layer causes its separation
leading to adverse aerodynamic effects. A conventional way of preventing
separation is to provide suction at the wall. Recently, D. Bushnell (LaRC)
proposed a novel device to prevent shock-lnduced separation. This device
consists of a short control surface placed in the outer portion of the
boundary layer (where the momentum is large) in such a way that the shock
reflects from this control surface rather than from the wall. The preliminary
computations based on the two-dlmenslonal Navier-Stokes equations confirm the
validity of this approach. A detailed parametric study of this problem is
underway.
The program of research in hydrodynamic stability and transition to
turbulence has continued. Some of the classical problems such as Raylelgh-
Benard flow and Taylor-Couette flow are revisited in view of the Increaded
resolution which will be available on the Control Data Corporation VPS-32
computer. The idea is to verify the refined computational results and the
bifurcation theory results against one another. Furthermore, a parametric
study is being carried out to bring out the effects of various parameters such
as heating and suction on the transition processes.
Knzufuml Ito
Research on delay differential equations is continuing. An ICASE report
has been completed which describes the use of the Legendre-tsu approximation
for constructing the optimal feedback solution to linear quadratic regulator
problems (LQR). An interesting relationship between the Legendre-tau
approximation for delay differential equations and the Pade approximation to
the exponential function has been obtained, which may resolve the stability
property of Legendre-tau approximation. The advantage of using the dual
state-space concept for the LQR problem has been investigated (see ICASE
Report No. 82-3). It leads to an alternative numerical method for solving the
LQR problem and numerical computations involving Legendre-tau and spllne-based
approximations are currently being made.
Research has continued (in collaboration with H. T. Banks on the
development of computational methods for LQR problems for systems governed by
PDEs. Preliminary numerical results for one-dlmenslonal diffusion equations
using spllne-based finite element and Legendre-tau approximations appear
promising. Our main goal is in the development of algorithms to design a
flnlte-order compensator for distributed parameter systems. The study also
involves development of efficient algorithms to solve the algebraic Riccati
equation.
I0
An iterative method for solving systems of indefinite linear equations has
been developed. An ICASE report describing the method has been completed.
The method involves the successive use of a modified version of the conjugate
(or minimal residual method). The application of the method for solving
elliptic and Helmholtz equations is being investigated.
David A. Koprlva
A method has been devised for patching together two (or more) Chebyshev
grids so that increased resolution can be obtained in different parts of a
hyperbolic flow. Numerical tests have been performed which indicate that with
the very simple procedure spectral accuracy can be retained. Work is
continuing to study the stability and range of applicability of the method.
Development of a spectral collocation code to compute two-dimenslonal
shock-fltted flows over bodies is continuing. Shock-fltting and shock
detection algorithms have been tested for both the two-dimensional code and a
one-dlmensional nozzle problem. The mesh patching strategy above will be
incorporated into the final code. The program will be used to perform
benchmark calculations against which finite difference solutions will be
compared.
WilllamD. Lakln
Integrating matrices have been shown to form the basis of a fast efficient
numerical technique for the solution of vibration and buckling problems
associated with rotating flexible beams such as propeller blades. However,
the method has previously been limited to equations in one-space variable for
cantilevered beams. The present work has extended the technique to beams with
more general boundary conditions by employing both integrating and differen-
tiating matrices on non-uniform grids which include near-boundary points. A
generalization to problems in two-space variables has also been accomplished,
and the free vibrations of a simply-supported rectangular plate are being
examined as a test case.
II
Patrlcla Danlel I.amm
We have continued our efforts (in collaboration with E. Armstrong (LaRC)
and H. T. Banks) on the problem of estimating spatially varying parameters
appearing in static models for the surface of the maypole hoop/column
antenna. Our work has involved the further development and testing of
software packages that approximate both the surface shape and functional
parameters representing elastic properties of the surface.
We have also carried out theoretical and computational investigations into
the problem of estimating discontinuous coefficients in parabolic distributed
systems. This work, partly motivated by reservoir engineering problems, uses
linear and cubic spllne approximations to estimate state variables and unknown
coefficients. A desirable feature of the resulting algorithm involves the
ease with which both the functional shape and points of discontinuity in the
coefficients are estimated. These ideas are currently being extended to
hyperbolic distributed systems.
Nala Nehrotra and John VauRosendale
Tree searching is a fundamental computer science technique with
applications in computer game-playing, robotics, combinatorial optimization
and numerical analysis. Our research focuses on the problem of mapping tree
searching algorithms to highly parallel architectures consisting of a thousand
or more microprocessors. Though tree searching algorithms have a great deal
of parallelism, it can be difficult to exploit on such highly parallel,
loosely coupled machines. Among the issues currently being addressed are:
I. The amount of interprocessor communication necessary to achieve a
balance load distribution.
2. Alternate approaches to imbedding tree searching in loosely connected
processor arrays, and the effect they have on performance.
3. Alternate network topologies, including the use of packet switched
interconnection networks.
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A microprocessor simulator written by D. Gannon and executing a parallel
dialect of the C language is being used to address these issues, and a number
of practical tree traversal algorithms are being studied.
Piyush Mehrotra and John Van Rosendale
Software technology lags behind hardware technology in many areas,
including parallel computing. The most common approach to parallel
programming is to supplement current languages with parallel constructs, such
as message passing primitives. Other approaches include "borrowing" high
level systems programming primitives, such as monitors, to express
parallelism, and the data flow approach, in which specialized architectures
implement novel functional languages. Each of the above approaches has its
advantages and disadvantages.
In our research we are investigating the use of dataflow at the function
level to express parallel algorithms. Using functional procedure calls allows
the user to specify his algorithm without having to worry about the particular
communication constructs implemented in hardware. There are several
unresolved research issues here, such as whether the system can efficiently
schedule tasks, which we are currently exploring. Current research is aimed
at answering such questions and also at finding a natural syntax for this type
of language.
PiyushMehretra
Many data bases and dictionary systems use B*-trees as the underlying data
structure. In a multi-user or a multiprocessor environment, these data
structures need to be manipulated concurrently. Algorithms for concurrent
retrieval, insertion and deletion of records from B*-trees were investigated.
The algorithms were shown to be free from deadlock and starvation while
performing the operations in a manner which preserved the integrity of the
data structure.
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Merrell L. Patrick and Daniel A. Reed
A model of a general class of asynchronous, iteratlve solution methods for
random, sparse linear systems is being developed. In the model, the system is
solved by creating several cooperating tasks that each compute a portion of
the solution vector. A data transfer model predicting both the probability
that data must be transferred between two tasks and the amount of data to be
transferred is included. This model is used to derive an execution time model
for predicting parallel execution time and an optimal number of tasks given
the dimension and sparsity of the coeffient matrix and the costs of
computation, sychronizatlon, and communication.
The suitability of different parallel architectures for solving randomly
sparse linear systems is being considered. Based on the complexity of task
scheduling, one parallel architecture, based on a broadcast bus, is being
developed and analyzed.
Timothy N. Phillips
Research on the application of the spectral multigrid method to elliptic
problems has continued. In joint work with M. Y. Hussaini and T. Zang (LaRC),
investigations are in progress to compare various relaxation schemes for
spectral discretlzations of equations possesisng a variety of boundary
conditions.
In preliminary work on fibre-reinforced composite materials with M. Rose
the coefficients in the stress-strain relationship were determined for an
arbitrary orientation of the material fibres.
Research (in collaboration with M. Hafez (Computer Dynamics, Inc.)) is
underway in the following areas:
I. Modified least squares for a system of first-order equations. This
technique is used to obtain second-order equations in terms of
auxiliary variables similar to potential and stream functions. The
additional boundary conditions are determined and numerical results
are presented for the Cauchy-ltlemannequations. Details will appear
in a forthcoming ICASE report.
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2. Conservative calculations of nonisentropic flows using a potential
function and correcting for the entropy generated by the shock. The
flow is assumed to be irrotatlonal and the model is a good
approximation to the Euler equations provided that the vortlcity due
to the shock curvature is small.
3. Preconditioning techniques for periodic problems. Incompressible
lifting flows are used as a test case for examining the effect of
including the periodicity in the preconditioning matrix. For subsonic
flows the minimal residual method is used. Extension to transonic
flows is intended, as well as simulation of flows inside a wind
tunnel.
t
Terrence W. Pratt
The programming of scientific and engineering problems for MIMD parallel
computers is hampered by the lack of suitable programming environments. In
particular, it is desirable to experiment with programming complete codes
involving parallel algorithms, Performance comparisons for the same programs
running on a variety of parallel machine architectures are particularly
desirable, given the range of architectures that are presently under
construction or proposed.
Efforts have begun to construct an appropriate parallel programming
environment. The base programming language will be Fortran 77, extended to
include parallel constructs. Initially the system will be implemented under
UNIX on the ICASE VAX-750, with the intention of moving the implementation to
a parallel machine when one becomes available at LaRC. The system is known by
the acronym PISCES (Parallel Implementation of Scientific Computing
EnvironmentS).
The Pisces design is based on a formally specified "virtual machine." The
virtual machine provides parallel operations of five different
"granularities," ranging from vector operations (instructlon-level
parallelism) to asynchronous tasks that communicate through messages. The new
statements and declarations in Pisces Fortran provide access to the various
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capabilities of the Pisces virtual machine. Each implementation of the
virtual machine on a particular parallel archletecture is expected to directly
provide parallel operation at one or more of the granularity levels and
simulate the other levels with ordinary sequential execution. Thus the same
program may be run on several different implementations without major change
in the code, but with potentially major performance differences due to
differences in the underlying parallel architecture. By using Fortran as the
base sequential language, the sequential parts of many programs may be carried
over intact into the parallel environment without reprogramming.
Niltou E. Rose
A general approach to finite volume methods for both stationary and time-
dependent partial differential equation is being developed. For rectangular
volumes the method produces the types of compact finite difference schemes
treated earlier. It is believed that the approach _an provide a
computationally efficient alternative to certain finite element methods.
Nancy E. Shoemaker
The winter of 1983-84 saw a few changes in the computing environment at
ICASE. We installed Macs_ma from Symbolics, Inc., and Emacs from UniPress as
software packages on the VAX. After identifying some problems that were
corrected with new EPROM_s, Jim Stanley worked on software to allow the use of
the Anadex printer as an output device for documents prepared with nroff and
neqn. Some local software was modified to account for the transition in the
Langley switching system from TRAN to MICOM.
A relatively minor addition to the hardware (an auto dialing modem) made a
large change in the environment, since it connected the ICASE VAX to the dial-
up network of UNIX machines. The University of Virginia (uvacs) is used as
the llnk for news and there are mail-only connections with Purdue University,
the University of Illinois (uiucdcs), NASA Ames, and AT&T Technology Center
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(burl). A restricted VAX account was established for the Langley Artificial
Intelligence group to give them access to the network news on AI. Preliminary
work was done to investigate the feasibility of linking the UNIX mall system
to the RAS mall system running on the Cybers. Implementation of such a llnk
was deferred pending improvements in the general communications between the
VAX and the Cybers. After a canvas of VAX users at NASA found little general
interest in CSNET, ICASE applied for membership in CSNET at a reduced annual
fee.
Experiments have been performed to test the feasibility of using the VAX
as a front end processor for the VPS/32 (the upgraded CY-200 to be installed
at Langley in the second half of 1984). Working with Jay Lambiotte (LaRC), a
UNIX command, 200ftn, was developed that shipped a VAX file (of Cyber 200
Fortran statements) to the CY-203 for compilation and returned the listing to
the VAX. After seeing the results of an experiment in excutlng this 200ftn
command, the CY-200 System Enhancement Working Group recommended that "pseudo-
interactive" access to the VPS/32 be recognized as a valid access method and
be considered as decisions are made in tuning the new system. As the transi-
tion is made to the VPS/32, further work will be done to use the available
UNIX utilities to build tools to simplify ICASE_rs interaction with the VPS/32
so that they can use both the rich interactive environment of the VAX and the
vast computational power of the VPS/32.
Sivaguru S. Srltharan
The grid generation method of J. Thompson, F. Thames, and W. Mastln for
two-dlmensional multiply connected bodies, the Gausslan Method of three-
dimensional grid generation by Warsl, and the grid generation problem in
certain analytic surfaces can be studied from a unified point of view by
considering certain harmonic mapping problems on an analytic Riemannlan
manifold. This project is in collaboration with P. Smith (Old Dominion
University) and a preliminary version of the theory is reported in ICASE
Report No. 84-12.
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The plausibility of developing a code to compute incompressible unsteady
fluid motion in a bounded but arbitrary domain is being studied in collabo-
ration with A. Hassan (Arizona State University). A finite difference
formulation of the fractional step type (related to the methods of A. Chorin
and R. Temam) is being considered for the equations in primitive variables.
Efficient ways to handle various geometrical terms in order to save time and
storage are being investigated.
The invariant manifold theory relates the finite dimensional dynamical
systems theory to infinite dimensional systems. A numerical method is being
developed to compute invariant manifolds in Navier-Stokes equations. Group
representation theory is employed to obtain computational efficiency for
domains with certain group symmetry.
Hillel Tal-Ezer
Spectral methods have become a very useful and efficient _ooi for solving
hyperbolic and parabolic problems. Stability analysis for nonperiodlc
problems results in a very severe restrictionon the size of the time step.
At has to be proportional to N-2 (N is the space resolution) in order to get
a stable scheme. In our research we try to overcome this drawback. Using
results obtained by M. Dublner (Tel-Aviv University) it is possible to produce
schemes with much improved At. At has to be proportional to N-II/9 in
order to have stability.
Eli Turkel
Work has continued on investigating the properties of the Runge-Kutta time
stepping scheme for solving the Euler equations. The enthalpy damping is
being analyzed to determine why and how it accelerates the convergence to a
steady state, both for the standard scheme and for multigrid versions. The
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effect of mesh stretching and grid generation on the accuracy of solutions is
also being investigated.
This basic work is being extended in two directions. In collaboration
with B. van Leer, the central differences together with the artificial
viscosity have been replaced by flux vector splitting. Both a standard Runge-
Kutta scheme and a multlgrld version are currently working. Comparisons are
being conducted for a range of cases. A paper has been accepted bythe Ninth
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics. A second
generalization has been to include a thin layer Navler-Stokes model. This
work has been done together with C. Swanson (LaRC) and V. Vatsa (LaRC). Both
laminar and turbulent flows over a flat plate and a NACA-0012 are being
computed. Special attention is being paid to factors affecting the accuracy
of the steady state solution.
Other work is being continued on ways of preconditioning the Euler
equations. This speeds up the convergence to a steady state and is scheme
independent. For highly subsonic flow one can make the time step independent
of the speed Of sound. Generalizations to incompressible flow are also being
considered. Another application is to supersonic flow where an appropriate
time step can be chosen for each equation by dlagonallzlng the system. A
paper has been accepted by the Ninth International Conference on Numerical
Methods in Fluid Dynamics.
There has also been work on the ongoing project on efficient methods to
solve the Helmholtz equation. This has been a continuing effort with A.
Bayllss and C. Goldsteln (Brookhaven National Laboratory). A code has been
developed that can be used for waveguldes or underwater acoustics. A paper is
being prepared for a conference in underwater acoustics. In addition, a
precondltloner based on a partial multlgrid solution to a Laplaclan has been
introduced in collaboration with J. Gozanl (Tel-Avlv University) and A.
Nachson (Tel-Avlv University). This work will appear in the proceedings of
the Fourth IMACS Conference. A heuristic analysis of why this works is being
studied with A. Bayllss and C. Goldsteln and is incorporated in a forthcoming
ICASE report.
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Robert G. Volgt
Preparation of an extensive review of the state of parallel numerical
algorithms for partial differential equations has continued in collaboration
with J. Ortega. The work will include an overview of the architectural issues
of parallel and vector computers that influence algorithm performance. Both i
direct and iterative techniques are considered along with an indication of the
kinds of applications that have been addressed. An extensive bibliography
will also be included.
Another effort with J. Oliger involves studying the nature of high
performance scientific computing. This involves many stages and
disciplines: problem definitlon--engineering and the sciences; mathematical
formulation--engineerlng, the sciences and appliedmathematics; discretlzation
and algorithm formulatlon--numerlcal and algorithmic analysis; algorithm
description and implementation--computer languages and systems; execution of
the calculation--computer hardware; and interpretation of the results--data
base management graphics, etc. A central theme is that synergism between
these phases and disciplines is necessary to produce a computational
environment which will be easily used, take advantage of modern technology
exploit parallelism to a high degree, and take advantage of sophisticated
efficient algorithms. Several other researchers have been asked to write on
various aspects of the process and the result is intended as a volume in the
SlAM Frontiers of Applied Mathematics series.
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REPORTSAND ABSTRACTS
October I, 1983 through March 31, 1984
i gottlieb, Davld and Eli Turkel: Spz_ r_thod.5 for _mz-dzpcnden_ pa___z_
€_iff__ _qU_JgiO_. ICASE Report No. 83-54, October 5, 1983, 49
pages. Proc. of the Third 1983 C.I.M.E. Series Conference on Numerical
Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Como, Italy, July 7-12, 1983.
The theory of spectral methods for time dependent partial
differential equations is reviewed. When the domain is periodic Fourier
methods are presented while for nonperiodic problems both Chebyshev and
Legendre methods are discussed. The theory is presented for both
hyperbolic and parabolic systems using both Galerkin and collocation
procedures. While most of the review considers problems with constant
coefficients the extension to nonlinear problems is also discussed. Some
results for problems with shocks are presented.
HaXl, Philip: Thz _vo.t.tt_on _qua_ort_ for Taylor uorY_c_5 in £.hz _ma2_ gap
2_. ICASE Report No. 83-55, October 14, 1983, 15 pages. Phys. Rev.
(A), Vol 29, Part 5, May 1984, pp. 2921-2923.
We consider the centrifugal instability of the viscous fluid flow
between concentric circular cylinders in the small gap limit. The
amplitude of the Taylor vortex is allowed to depend on a slow time
variable, a slow axial variable, and the polar angle It is shown that
the amplitude of the vortex cannot in general be described by a single
amplitude equation. However, if the axial variations are periodic a
single amplitude equation can be derived. In the absence of any slow
axial variations it is shown that a Taylor vortex remains stable to wavy
vortex perturbations. Furthermore, in this situation, stable non-
axisymmetric modes can occur but do not bifurcate from the Taylor vortex
state. The stability of these modes is shown to be governed by a modified
form of the Eckhaus criterion.
?
i
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Adams, Loyce M. and Robert G. Votgt: De.5_n, deu_opmeJ_ and u_5_ o_ tJ_z
_ir_z _eJ_zn_ _nz. ICASE Report No. 83-56, October 21, 1983, 27
pages. Proc. of the Conference on Large Scale Scientific Computations,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, May 17-19, 1983, Academic Press.
In this paper we describe some of the considerations that went into
the design of the Finite Element Machine, a research asynchronous parallel
computer under development at the NASA Langley Research Center. The
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present status of the system is also discussed along with some indication
of the type of results that have been obtained to date.
DiPrima, Richard C. and Pi_ilip Hall: Complex _g_nva_s for th_ stabi_ of
Co_e flow. ICASE Report No. 83-57, October 27, 1983, 47 pages. To
appear in Proc. Roy. Soc. Ser. (A).
The elgenvalue problem for the 11near stability of Couette flow
between rotating concentric cylinders to axlsymmetrlc disturbances is
considered. It is shown by numerical caluculatlons and by formal
perturbation methods that when the outer cylinder is at rest there exist
complex elgenvalues corresponding to oscillatory damped disturbances. The
structure of the first few elgenvalues in the spectrum is discussed. The
results do not contradict the "principle of exchange of stabilities";
namely, for a flxed axial wavenumber the first mode to become unstable as
the speed of the inner cylinder is increased is nonosclllatory as the
stability boundary is crossed.
Nehrotra, Plyush and Terrence W. Pratt: A mod_ for th_ d_ib_ed stooge
and pro_sing of _g_ arrays. ICASE Report No. 83-59, October 29, 1983,
49 pages. Submitted to TOPLAS.
A conceptual model for parallel computations on large arrays is
developed in this paper. The model provides a set of language concepts
appropriate for processing arrays which are generally too large to fit in
the primary memories of a multlprocessor system. The semantic model is
used to represent arrays on a concurrent architecture in such a way that
the performance realities inherent in the distributed storage and
processing can be adequately represented. An implementation of the large
array concept as an Ada package is also described.
Fleming, Peter: A no_linear programming approach to Y_e design of regJ_a_o_
u_ing a lin_ar-quadrali_formulation. ICASE Report No. 83-60, October 31,
1983, 25 pages. To appear in the Intl. J. of Control.
A design technique is proposed for linear regulators in which a
feedback controller of fixed structure is chosen to minimize an integral
quadratic objective function subject to the satisfaction of integral
quadratic constraint functions. Application of a nonlinear programming
algorithm to this mathematically tractable formulation results in an
efficient and useful computer-alded design tool. Particular attention is
paid to computational efficiency and various recommendations are made.
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Two design examples illustrate the flexibility of the approach and
highlight the special insight afforded to the designer.
, vao Leer. Stare: _ti.c_me_io,m_ _xp_.,t d,iff_._ _,_ _or h_p_bo_
_o,_._.uo.Lion ._S. ICASE Report No. 83-61, November 1, 1983, 6 pages.
Proc. of the 6th INRIA Intl. Conference on Computing Methods in Applied
Science and Engineering, Versailles, France, December 12-16, 1983, SIAM,
Philadelphia, PA.
First- and second-order explicit difference schemes are derived for a
three-dimensional hyperbolic system of conservation laws, without recourse
to dimensional factorization. All schemes are upwind biased and optimally
stable.
Napolitano, M. and A. Dadone: Th_tzz-dimzn_%o_ imp_io_it _u.bd= m_od_.
ICASE Report No. 83-62, November 16, 1983, 21 pages. Proc. of the 5th
GAMM Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Rome, Italy,
October 5-7, 1983.
This paper derives the three-dimensional lambda-formulation equations
for a general orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system and provides vari-
ous block-explicit and block-impliclt methods for solving them, numerical-
ly. Three model problems, characterized by subsonic, supersonic and tran-
sonic flow conditions, are used to assess the reliability and compare the
efficiency of the proposed methods.
Moss, William F.: Spf.n,ing mode a_o_s_ _Li_._on from _:hz f_ght ivan.
ICASE Report No. 83-63, November 29, 1983, 31 pages. Revised from the
title, "Collocation for an integral equation arising in duct acoustics."
Submitted to J. Comput. Phys.
A mathematical model has been developed for spinning mode acoustic
j radiation from a thick wall duct without flow. This model is based on a
series of experiments (with and without flow) conducted by Richard Silcox
[Silcox] of the Noise Control Branch at Langley Research Center. In these
experiments a nearly pure azimuthal spinning mode was isolated and then
reflection coefficients and far field pressure (amplitude and phase) was
measured. In our model the governing boundary value problem for the
Helmholtz equation is first converted into an integral equation for the
unknown acoustic pressure over a disk, SI, near the mouth of the duct and
over the exterior surface, $2, of the duct. Assuming a pure azimuthal
mode excitation, the azimuthal dependence is integrated out which yields
an integral equation over the generator C1 of Sl and the generator C2
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of S2 (see Figure 2). We approximate the sound pressure on C1 by a
truncated modal expansion of the interior acoustic pressure. We use
plecewlse linear spllne approximation on C2. We collocate at the knots
of the spllne and at zeros of the first term excluded in the truncated
modal expansion. Finally, we compare numerical and experimental results.
llariharan, Subramaniya I. and llarold C. Lester: A_o_ _hoo.J_ in= ua_,_bl_
aJ_O._ dac._t _or_r_ing _o.m_ _o_i_ flom_. ICASE Report No. 83-64,
December I, 1983, 19 pages. To appear in J. Comput. Phys.
In this paper we consider acoustic shock waves in a variable area
duct which contains near sonic flows. The problem we treat here is
modelled after an aeroenglne inlet. It is known experimentally that area
variation of a duct and high Math number mean flow can reduce acoustical
energy yeildlng substantial noise reduction. One possible reason for this
is acoustic shocks. We describe the use of an explicit numerical method
which is very accurate and also captures shocks reasonably well.
Comparisons of the results are made with an existing asymptotic theory for
Math numbers close to unity. When shock occurs reduction of sound
pressure levels are shown by examples.
Gatskt, Thomas B. and Chester E. Grosch: Fmb_ld_d e._U_ d,_g _n _t_._dy
_r_o._d_] f_O_O_. ICASE Report No. 83-65, December 7, 1983, 19 pages.
Proc. of AIAA 22nd Aerospace Science Meeting, January 9-12, 1984, Reno,
NV.
The numerical solution of the laminar boundary-layer flow over an
embedded cavity is studied. The purpose of the study is to examine the
relevant drag characteristics of laminar cavity flow. The solution field
is obtained in terms of velocity and vortlclty variables, with the stream
function and pressure derivable from the directly computed variables. An
analysis and comparison is made among four square cavities, ranging in
size from 0.25 to 1.00 boundary-layer thicknesses deep. The dominant flow
features are examined in the vicinity of the cavity by means of the stream
function and iso-vortlclty contours. The dominant physics in the overall
drag characteristics of the flow is examined by an analysis of the
pressure and wall shear stress distributions in the cavity, and upstream
and downstream of the cavity. Pressure forces and frictional forces in,
and in the vicinity of, the cavity are determined. Stress relaxation
distances, both upstream and downstream of the cavity, are calculated and
analyzed. The flow dynamics of the boundary-layer flow over an embedded
cavity is summarized. Finally, the relevance of the present results to
the control of flow separation in such flows is discussed.
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Cottlieb, David, H. Yousuff ffnssaini, and Steven A. Orszag: Th_o_uJ _J_
_pp,e,i,_orl_ o_ _p_ m_zod_. ICASE Report No. 83-66, December 19,
1983, 118 pages. Spectral Methods for Partial Differential Equations,
Proc. of Symposium, ICASE/NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA,
August 16-18, 1982, SLAM, Philadelphia, PA, 1984.
An overview of some of the recent major developments in the theory
and applications of pseudospectral method is provided. The article is
divided into two parts - theory and application to Fluid Dynamics. The
part on theory summarizes the results pertaining to the basic principles
of pseudospectral methods, their implementation and the relevant error
estimates. The part on applications is divided into two sections -
incompressible and compressible flows. The section on incompressible
flows is confined to the simulation of stability transition and turbulence
by spectral methods. The compressible flows section presents a fairly up-
to-date review of spectral methods as applied to Potential and Euler
equations. The last subsection discusses briefly a spectral algorithm for
compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Adams, Loyce N. and Thomas g. Crockett: Mod_Jzg a,&jo,'L,i.t_ _xeeJJ_on t,Lm_ on
p&o_oA ax_j_, ICASE Report No. 84-1, January 16, 1984, 22 pages. To
appear in IEEE Computer.
A model for the execution time of parallel algorithms on processor
arrays is described. The model is validated for the conjugate gradient
algorithm on the eight processor Finite Element Machine at NASA Langley
Research Center. Model predictions are also included for this algorithm
on a larger array as the number of processors and system parameters are
varied.
Phillips, Timothy N. and gtlton E. Rose: A _JJ_ d__ _em_ _o_ th_
_qu.gt2b_ _qu_t.J_otz_o_ _tJz,st2_ bocLi._, ICASE Report No. 84-2,
January 24, 1984, 31 pages. Submltted to SlAM J. Sci. Statls. Comput.
A compact difference scheme is described for treating the first-order
system of PDE_s which describe the equilibrium equations of an elastic
body. An algebraic simplification enables the solution to be obtained by
standarddirect or iterative techniques.
Hussaini, M. Yousuff, David A. Kopriva, Manuel D. Salas and Thomas A. Fang:
Sp_ m_J,zo_ _oA th_ Eu_oJt_q_.tio_: Fo_€.io.zm_J,zo_ and _hocJ_-
C_p£u,'_ng, ICASE Report No. 84-3, January 27, 1984, 32 pages. To appear
in AIAA J.
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Spectral methods for compressible flows are introduced in relation to
finite difference and finite element techniques within the framework of
the method of weighted residuals. Current spectral collocation methods
are put in historical context. The basic concepts of Fourier spectral
collocation methods are provided. Filtering strategies for shock-
capturing approaches are also presented. Fourier shock capturing
techniques are evaluated using a one-dimensional, periodic astrophysical
"nozzle" problem.
Hussaini, M. Yousuff, David A. Kopriva, Manuel D. Salas and Thomas A. Zang:
Spe_ m_ho_ for thz Eu_ eq_dcio_: ChebysE_vm_Jnodsand _hodz-
fi_ng, ICASE Report No. 84-4, January 27, 1984, 31 pages. To appear in
AIAA J.
The Chebyshev spectral collocation method for the Euler gas-dynamic
equations is described. It is used with shock fitting to compute several
two-dlmenslonal gas-dynamlc flows. Examples include a shock/acoustic wave
interaction, a shock/vortex interaction, and the classical blunt body
problem. With shock fitting, the spectral method has a clear advantage
over second order finite differences in that equivalent accuracy can be
obtained with far fewer grid points.
Hall, Philip, Mnjeeb R. Malik and D. Ian A. Poll: On th_ _b_ o_
in_i,iZz _zpt _tt_mz_t 2inz bo=n_u_ _za, ICASE Report No. 84-5,
February7, 1984, 44 pages. To appearinProc. Roy. Soc. London.
The instabilityof an infinite swept attachmentllne boundary layer
is consideredin the linear regime. The basic three-dlmenslonalflow is
shown to be susceptibleto travellingwave disturbanceswhich propagate
along the attachment llne. The effect of suction on the instabilityis
discussedand the resultssuggest that the attachmentllne boundarylayer
on a swept wing can be significantlystabilizedby extremelysmall amounts
of suction. The results obtained are in excellent agreementwith the
availableexperimentalobservations.
Sritharan, Sivaguru S: D_ ming_ with _ho_-_aZz _Ao_ _low, ICASE Report
No. 84-6, February 6, 1984, 25 pages. Submitted to Quart. Appl. Math.
It has been realized recently that in order to have a high level of
maneuverability, supersonic delta wings should have a cross flow that is
free of embedded shock waves. The conical cross flow sonic surface
differs from that of plane transonic flow in many aspects. Well-known
properties such as the monotone law are not true for conical cross flow
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sonic surfaces. Using a local analysis of the cross flow sonic llne,
relevant conditions for smooth cross flow are obtained. Using a technique
to artificially construct a smooth sonic surface and an efficient
numerical method to calculate the flow field, cones with smooth cross flow
are obtained.
Lamm, Patrlr_la Dan_el: EsCort of _o_o_ _o_ffie_i_ in pa_ztbo_
SyStemS: Appli_onS to r_e.rvoir Simu_on, ICASE Report No. 84-7,
February 13, 1984, 54 pages. Submitted to SlAM J. Control Optlm.
We present spllne-based techniques for estimating spatially varying
parameters that appear in parabolic distributed systems (typical of those
found in reservoir simulation problems). In particular, we discuss the
problem of determining discontinuous coefficients, estimating both the
functional shape and points of discontinuity for such parameters. In
addition, our ideas may also be applied to problems with unknown initial
conditions and unknown parameters appearing in terms representing external
forces. Convergence results and a summary of numerical performance of the
resulting algorithms are given.
Tal-Ezer, Hlllel: Sp_e_CJu_ m_thods J_n tfme for hypP.rbo_ic _quoXions, ICASE
Report No. 84-8, February 15, 1984, 33 pages. Submitted to SlAM J. Numer.
Anal.
A pseudospectral numerical scheme for solving linear, periodic,
hyperbolic problems is described. It has infinite accuracy both in time
and in space. The high accuracy in time is achieved without increasing
the computational work and memory space which is needed for a regular, one
step explicit scheme. The algorithm is shown to be optimal in the sense
that among all the explicit algorithms of a certain class it requires the
least amount of work to achieve a certain given resolution. The class of
algorithms referred to consists of all explicit schemes which may be
represented as a polynomial in the spatial operator.
Wong, Yau Shu: N_J_ton-_-mLnfmal r_J_idaalm_ho_ appliedto tJtasJJo_ flow
_onS, ICASE Report No. 84-9, February 16, 1984, 32 pages. To
appear in AIAA J.
A new computational technique for the solution of the full potential
equation is presented. The method consists of outer and inner
iterations. The outer iterate is based on a Newton llke algorithm, and a
preconditioned Minimal Residual method is used to seek an approximate
solution of the system of linear equations arising at each inner
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iterate. The present Iteratlve scheme is formulated so that the
uncertainties and difficulties associated with many iterative techniques,
namely the requirements of acceleration parameters and the treatment of
additional boundary conditions for the intermediate variables, are
eliminated. Numerical experiments based on the new method for transonic
potential flows around NACA 0012 airfoil at different Math numbers and
different angles of attack are presented, and these results are compared
with those obtained by the Approximate Factorlzatlon technique. Extention
to three-dimensional flow calculations and application in finite element
methods for fluid dynamics problems by the present method are also
discussed.
Osher, Stanley: ConuP_gen_ of g_n_zed MUSCL se._P.m_, ICASE Report No.
84-10, February 16, 1984, 36 pages. Submitted to SlAM J. Numer. Anal.
Seml-discrete generalizations of the second order extension of
Godunov's scheme, known as the MUSCL scheme, are constructed, starting
with any three point "E" scheme. They are used to approximate scalar
conservation laws in one space dimension. For convex conservation laws,
each member of a wide class is proven to be a convergent approximation to
the correct physical solution. Comparison with another class of high
resolution convergent schemes is made.
Yrefethen, Lloyd N.: S:_b_f-y o_ f_if.e d.i._o._nc_ modo._,_ _ort_r_ng _._oo
5o__ or int_%_, ICASE Report No. 84-11, March 18, 1984, 46
pages. Submitted to Math. Comp.
It is known that the stability of finite difference models of
hyperbolic initial boundary value problems is connected with the
propagation and reflection of parasitic waves. Here the waves point of
view is applied to models containing two boundaries or interfaces, where
repeated reflection of trapped wave packets is a potential new source of
instability. Our analysis accounts for various known instability
phenomena in a unified way and leads to several new results, three of
which are as follows. (I) Disslpatlvlty does not ensure stability when
three or more formulas are concatenated at a boundary or internal
interface. (2) Algebraic "GKS instabilities" can be converted by a second
boundary to exponential instabilities only when an infinite numerical
reflection coefficient is present. (3) "GKS-stabillty" and "P-stabillty"
can be established in certain problems by showing that all numerical
reflection coefficients have modulus less than i.
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Srltharan, Srl S. and Phillp W. S_dth: On _h_ g_id gcn_a_on rr_C.ho_ by
harmon_ reaping on _z_ne and _ued _a_$, ICASE Report No. 84-12,
March 19, 1984, 22 pages. Submitted to SIAM J. Math. Anal.
Harmonic grid generation methods for multiply connected plane regions
and regions on curved surfaces are discussed. In particular, using a
general formulation on an analytic Riemannlan manifold, it is proved that
these mappings are globally one-to-one and onto.
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OTHER ACTIVtT][ES
ICASE co-sponsored the 1983 SIAM meeting in Norfolk, VA in
November 1983. This three day meeting focused on computational aerodynamics,
parameter estimation and control, and parallel processing. A special two day
follow-on meeting expanded on the theme of parallel processing. These
meetings were attended by over 400 researchers.
In October of 1984 ICASE plans to host a small workshop which will
address the various theoretical approaches to studying turbulence.
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Max D. Gunzburger - Ph.D., Mathematics, New York University, 1969. Associate
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Carnegie-Mellon University. Fluid
Dynamics and Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations.
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Subramaniya I. Harlharan - Ph.D., Mathematics, Carnegle-Mellon University,
1980. Professor, University of Tennessee Space Institute. Numerical Methods
for Partial Differential Equations.
Ami Harten - Ph.D., Mathematics, Courant Institute, 1974. Associate
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Tel-Avlv University, Israel. Numerical
Solution for Partial Differential Equations.
Heinz-Otto Kreiss - Ph.D., Mathematics, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
1960. Professor, Department of Applied Mathematics, California Institute of
Technology. Numerical Analysis.
William D. Lakin - Ph.D., Applied Mathematics, University of Chicago, 1968.
Eminent Professor, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Old Dominion
University. Fluid Mechanics and Elastic Vibrations.
Patricia Daniel Lam - Ph.D., Applied Mathematics, Brown University, 1980.
Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics, Southern Methodist University.
Control and Identification of Partial Differential Equations.
Robert W. MacCormack - M.S., Mathematics, Stanford University. Associate
Professor, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of
Washington. Computational Fluid Dynamics and Numerical Analysis.
David C. Montgomery, Ph.D., Physics, Princeton, 1959. Professor, Department
of Physics, College of William and Mary. Plasma Physics, Turbulence Theory
and Magnetohydrodynamics.
William F. Mess - Ph.D., University of Delaware, 1974. Assistant Professor,
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Clemson University. Integral Equation
Methods for Acoustics.
Roy A. Nicolaides - Ph.D., Mathematics, University of London, 1972.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Carnegie-Mellon University. Numerical
Solution of Partial Differential Equations and Finite Difference/Element
Methods.
Joseph E. Ollger - Ph.D., Numerical Analysls, Uppsala University, Sweden,
1973. Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science, Stanford
University. Methods for the Numerical Analysis of Partial Differential
Equations.
James E. Ortega - Ph.D., Mathematics,Stanford University,1962. Professor
and Chairman, Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science,
Universityof Virginia. NumericalMethodsfor PartialDifferentialEquations.
Stanley Osher - Ph.D., Functional Analysis, New York University, 1966.
Professor,Departmentof Mathematics,Universityof Californiaat Los Angeles.
Methods for the NumericalAnalysis of PartialDifferentialEquations.
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Merrell L. Patrick - Ph.D., Mathematics, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1964.
Professor, Department of Computer Science, Duke University. Parallel
Numerical Algorithms and Architectures.
Terrence W. Pratt - Ph.D., Mathematics/Computer Science, University of Texas
at Austin, 1965. Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of
Virginia. Programming Languages.
Daniel A. Reed - Ph.D., Computer Science, Purdue University, 1983. Assistant
Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of North Carolina.
Parallel Processing.
Werner C. Rheinboldt - Ph.D., Applied Mathematics, University of Freiburg,
Germany, 1955. Andrew W. Mellon Professor, Department of Mathematics,
University of Pittsburgh. Numerical Analysis and Computational Solution of
Nonlinear Problems.
I. Gary Rosen - Ph.D., Applied Mathematics, Brown University, 1980. Technical
Staff, Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. Numerical Methods for Problems
in Control Systems.
Jacob T. Schwartz - Ph.D., Mathematics, Yale University, 1953. Professor,
Department of Computer Sclence, Courant Institute for Mathematical Sciences.
Programming Languages, Parallel Computing and Artificial Intelligence.
John C. Strikwerda - Ph.D., Mathematics, Stanford University, 1976. Assistant
Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of Wisconsin. Numerical
Methods for Partial Differential Equations.
J. Christian Wild - Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1977. Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science, Old Dominion University. Concurrent Computing
Systems.
VIII. STUDENT ASSISTANTS
Mark H. Dunn - Graduate Student at Old Dominion University. (November 1980 to
December1983)
Mala Mahrotra - Graduate student at the College of William and Mary. (July
1983to present)
Eilchi 0ka - Graduate student at Old Dominion University. (February 1984 to
present)
Peter L. Spence - Graduate student at Old Dominion University. (June 1982 to
December 1983)
James M. Stanley - Graduate student at the College of William and Mary.
(January 1984 to present)
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GI_DU&TE FELLOWS
Hillel Tal-Ezer - Student at Tel-Aviv University, ISRAEL. (January 1984 to
March 1984)
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ICASESEMINARPROGRAM
October i, 1983 through March 31, 1984
October ii Dr. Robert J. Gellnas, Science Applications Inc.: Moving
Finite El_menl Melhods for the Solution of Large Gradienl PDE
Problems
October 14 Dr. Christian Kllngenberg, Courant Institute of Mathematical
Sciences: On /he St.ablg_._ of T_iple Peck Flow
October 20 Dr. Paul Concus, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: Bloc_
In_ompl_e Chol_s_ Pre_onditionings for the Conjugate Gradien_
M_hod
October 25 Dr. William E. Pinebrook, Consultant: Opt_xnization Through
Evot_tion
November 16 Professor Farrokh Ristree, University of Houston: Op_izoJgion
of Large, Compl_ Structural Systems
November 18 Dr. Mary Mace, Duke University: Data SYgo._zgefor S_p_t-
compu_tz,_
November 22 Dr. Loyce Adams and Dr. John Van Rosendale, ICASE: Oue.JtVi_WOf
the HEP-Z
November 28 Dr. Ahmed F. Ghonlem, Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
N_meri_ Sim_ion of Via_o_ Flow Using Vortex Methods
December 5 Dr. Phillp Hail, ICASE: The Instabilityof a 3 Dimensional
Bo_ndo_ry LayeJ_At_ac_m_n_Flow
December 13 Professor James Geer, State University of New York: M_ple-
Time Scale Ano_sis Using Symbolh_ Comp_on
December 20 Professor Sudhakar G. Pandit, Christopher Newport College:
Differential and Integral Equ_ions ContainingImpulses
January 6 Professor Harry F. Jordan, University of Colorado: Effee____ve
U_iliza_ion of a Pip_in_d Mu2_ipro_ssor
January Ii Dr. Carl Gardner,Bowdoln College: T_z_ition to Tu_bu_ot_e in
Cylindrical Co_t_e Flow: Numerical M_hods, S_abil2tyof Wavy
VorC_i_J_, and Renormalization Group MPXhods
January 30 Dr. Roland Glowinskl, Instltut National De Recherche en
Informatlque et en Automatlque, France: F_e El_P.xt_
So2JJ2J,.onf rranson,__.Flow Problem
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February 2 Dr. David Gottlieb, Tel-Aviv University: Wha_ IS It That W_
Really Comp_ or High A__ -- Osc_JJ_a_ions
February 3 Mr. Rillel Tal-Ezer, Tel-Avlv University: Spectral M_lhods in
Tim_ for Hyperbol_ Equ_o_
February 6 Dr. Ell Turkel, Tel-Avlv University: An Iteraliv_ Solution
M_hod for th_ Helmholtz Equation
February 13 Mr. Ernest Battlfarano, Courant Institute: Conservative
Modification of U_ind Differ_nci_
February 14 Dr. Kazufuml Ito, ICASE: An Iterativ_M_thod for Ind_finile
Systems of Linear Equations
February 15 Mr. Wu-Sheng Lu, University of Minnesota: Qu_i-Kalman
D_composi_on and Its Appli_on to Mod_ Reduction: l-D and
2-D Cas_s
February 17 Dr. Thomas M. Eldson, Georgia Institute of Technology:
Numerical Simulation of the T_rb_ Rayleigh-Benard Problem
_sing S_bgrid Modeling
February 21 Dr. Jullan A. Domaradzki, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology: A Srmple Turb_/_e Closure Hypo_J_Ais for th_
Triple-V_o_ity CorrJ._on Functions in Homogen_ou.s Turbulence
February 24 Mr. David E. Keyes, HarvardUniversity: Th_ Numerical Modeling
of S_ady, Laminar, Free-Conu_ve C_i_ing Diffusion Flames
February 27 Dr. Manfred R. Trummer, The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill: NumJicol Solution of First Kind Inegrog
Equations
February 28 Professor Maurlce Holt, University of California, Berkeley:
NuJ_a_ T_hniq_s for Tr_a_ing BoundaJty Layer Separation in
Two and Thre._ Dimensions
March I Dr. Nicholas Matelan and Mr. Lawrence B. Samartln, Flexible
Computer Corporation: The Fl_x/32 Mu_tieompu_
March i Professor Anthony T. Patera, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology: Spe_ Elemenl M_thod for th_ In_ompr_sslbl_
Naui_r-Stok_s Equ_ons
March 6 Dr. Alfred C. Buckingham, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory: iag_w_ngian De_cltip_ion of Shockwaue, Mat_
Interface Mo_ion_ with a P_J_ Sp_J_ Collocation M_hod
March 9 Mr. Ramt Melhem, University of Pittsburgh: An Abs_rac_
Systoli_ Mod_l and its Application to the D_sign of Finite
El_m_nl Systems
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March 14 Mr. Manuel D. Salas, NASA Langley Research Center: LoH
S_ability Analysis for a Planar Shock Wave or What. Yo_ Don't.
Know Can Hurt. Yo_
March 16 Mr. Thomas J. Bridges, The Pennsylvania State University:
Analysis of For_ed Transi_on in a Boundary Lay_J_
March 20 Professor James Hubbard, Massachusettes Institute of
Technology : DistJ_ib_ed ParamOur Control of Flexibl_
StJu_O_r_s Using Polyvinylid_n_ Fl_orid_ (PVDF )
March 21 Professor Dennis W. Brewer, University of Arkansas: Pa/ulm_
E_tJ_mation and Pependen_ in Euolu_on Equ_ons
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